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Abstract: The training set plays an important role in the training process. When the value domains of the 

attributes are not homogenous, that is, their values may be in number or linguistic, we need a method to treat the 

inhomogeneous data of the training set. Hedge algebra is a useful tool to make the training set homogeneous by 

changing the values of mixed domain to a homogeneous data domain that only contains linguistics or number 

values. In the homogeneous process of the value domains, we have to know the values min and max. However, 

in reality, we do not know both of the values min and max exactly. In this paper, we present a method to 

determine the linguistic values when we only know the sub-interval [1, 2] without knowing the super-interval 

[min, max] exactly. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Let M is a training data set, all elements in M have a common set of structures, including the pair 

<attribute, value>, one of these attributes represents class and attributes are called predictive attributes or 

classification attributes. The classification is finding the rules for putting objects into one of the classes based on 

a training data set. There are many approaches classification problems, such as: Fisher linear discriminant 

function, Naïve Bayes, Logistic, neural networks, decision trees, ... In which, the decision tree method is popular 

due to its method of visualization, understanding and its performance [2,18]. To build a decision tree, at each 

node in the need to determine an appropriate attribute to check, divide the data into subsets. On the training 

sample M, basically, the classification algorithms must perform two steps: 

Step 1:  Selected A attribute with values a1, a2,…, an ;   

Step 2: With A attribute is selected, we create a node of the tree and then divided the samples 

corresponding to this node into the corresponding set M1, M2, ..., Mn; Then again performed [17]. This is the 

division with the results obtained from step 1, this means that the quality of the resulting tree depends largely on 

choosing attributes and dividing the samples in each node. Because of this, the algorithm must calculate the 

amount of information received on the attributes and select the corresponding attributes have the best 

information to make the split node on the tree, in order to reach the tree with fewer nodes but has high 

predictability [2,12,18]. 

In the real world, business data is very diverse and complex because they are stored to serve many 

different jobs, many attributes were homogeneous domain before saving value, but also exist many domain 

attributes value not homogeneous [5,7,8,12]. When the attributes is not a homogeneous pattern appears in 

training sample, learning algorithms to build the tree can not proceed. Hence, the need to pre-process data to 

obtain homogenised training data set. The problem is that we have to deal with how to get the result is positive. 

 

Example 1. For data table DIEUTRA stored on the laptop buying customer at a company as Table 1, we want to 

select the training sample to build decision trees to predict whether customers buy. 

 

Table 1. The training set with some inhomogeneous attributes (Salary) 
CardID Full name Habitat Knowledge Household 

economy 

Salary Computer 

M01087 Le Van Binh Rural Law Not good Low No 

M02043 Nguyen Thi Hoa City IT Not good 52 Yes 

M02081 Tran Binh Tham City History Not bad 20 Yes 

M02046 Tran Thi Huong City History Rather High Yes 

M03087 Nguyen Thi Lai Rural History Rather High No 

M03025 Vu Tuan Hoa Rural IT Rather Very high Yes 

M03017 Le Ba Linh City Law Not bad 35 No 

M04036 Bach An Lai City Law Rather 100 Yes 

M04037 Ly Thi Hoa City History Not bad 50 Yes 
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M04042 Vu Quang Bình Rural Law Not bad Very high Yes 

M04083 Nguyen Thi Hoa Rural IT Not bad Less low Yes 

M05041 Lê Xuan Hoan City IT Not good 55 Yes 

M05080 Tran Que Chung Rural History Not bad 50 No 

 

In recent years, hedge algebra is researched by many authors in the country and foreign authors and 

have significant results, especially in reasoning approximately and fuzzy control problem [1, 6, 11 -17, 21]. The 

use of hedge algebra to handing the domain of linguistic values are not homogeneous data showed very positive 

results [6, 8]. 

For example, domain of attribute Salary in Table 1 are homogeneous following: {Less high, low, 

possibly high, less low, high, high, very high, less low, very high, possibly high, very high, less low, possibly 

high, possibly high } or domain of value after quantitative linguistic values following: {45, 24, 52, 34, 64, 64, 

79, 35,100, 50, 79, 40, 55, 50} with classical domain of value Salary in training data set is determined 

Dom(Salary ) = [min, max] = [20,100]. The decision tree is obtained after training shown in Figure 1 [8]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, the quantitative linguistic values, do not always do well to find the value min, max  in the 

data set. With the domain can not find the classical domain of value [min, max]  in the attribute is considering 

of training date set, we had to ask the opinion of experts to identify them and then continue to work, as 

collective training data set in table 2, we ask experts to determine [min, max] = [20,100] and then continue. 

 

Table 2. Training data set with attribute Salary can not find domain [min, max] 
Habitat Knowledge Household Economy Salary Computer 

City Law Not good Less high No 

Rural Law Not good Low No 

City IT Not good Possibly high Yes 

City History Not bad Very low Yes 

City History Rather High Yes 

Rural History Rather 65 No 

Rural IT Rather Very high Yes 

City Law Not bad 30 No 

City Law Rather Very high Yes 

City History Not bad Possibly high Yes 

Rural Law Not bad Very high Yes 

Rural IT Not bad Less low Yes 

City IT Not good Possibly high Yes 

Rural History Not bad Possibly high No 

The opinions of experts not always done and more can not take full advantage of the information stored in 

the training data set. In this paper, we will present a way to be able to quantify the value of linguistic not find 

classical value domain [min, max] in the attributes are considered of training data set based on hedge algebra. 

II.  HEDGE ALGEBRA 

Hedge algebra is one approach to detecting the algebraic structure of the value domain of the linguistic 

variable. In view of algebra, each value domain of the linguistic variable X can be interpreted as an algebra AX 

= (X, G, H, ), in which Dom (X) = X is the term domain of linguistic variable X is generated from a set of 

primary generators G = {c
-
, c

+
} by the impact of the hedges H = H

-
  H

+
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Fig 1. Decision tree is created after homogeneity of values 
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semantically ordering relation on X, it is induced from the natural qualitative meaning of terms. Order structure 

induced directly so is the difference compared to other approaches.  

When we add some special elements, then hedge algebra become an abstract algebra X = (X, G, H, , 

, ), which ,  are two operators taking the limit of the set terms is generated when affected by the hedges in 

H. Alternatively, if the symbol H(x) = {h1…hpx/h1, …hpH}, then x = infimumH(x) and x=supremumH(x). 

Thus, hedge algebra X is built on a foundation of  hedge algebra AX= (X, G, H,  ), where X = H(G),  and  

are two additional operators. Then X = X  Lim(G) with Lim(G) is the set of elements limited:  xLim(G),  

uX: x = u or x = u. The limitation elements are added to hedge algebra X to make the new calculation 

meant and so X = (X, G, H, , ,  ) called complete hedge algebra [1,6]. 

 

Definition 2.1. Let X be a hedge algebra. A function f : X[0,1] is called quantitative semantics function of X if 

h, k  H
+
 or h, k  H

-
 and x, y  X, we have :  

)()(

)()(

)()(

)()(

yfkyf

yfhyf

xfkxf

xfhxf










 

For a  hedge algebra X and quantitative semantic function, we can define fuzziness of vague. Let f is a 

quantitative semantics function of  X. Consider any x  X, fuzziness of x is measured by the diameter of the set 

f(H(x))  [0,1]. 

Definition 2.2. Let X be a hedge algebra. A function fm: X[0,1] is said to be a fuzziness measure of term in X 

if satisfied the following conditions: 

1)  fm(c

)+ fm(c

+
) = 1 and 




0,

)()(
ipiq

i ufmuhfm  for u X. In this case, fm is called complete; 

2)  For the constants 0, W and 1, fm(0) = fm(W) = fm(1) = 0.  

3)  For x, y  X, h  H, 
)(

)(

)(

)(

yfm

hyfm

xfm

hxfm
  

That is, this proportion does not depend on specific elements and, hence, it is called the fuzziness measure 

of the hedge and denoted by (h). 

Proposition 2.1. For each fuzziness measure fm on X the following statement hold: 

1) fm(hx) =  (h)fm(x), for every xX 

2) fm(c
-
) + fm(c

+
) = 1 

3)  



0,

)()(
ipiq

i cfmchfm , c  {c, c
+
} 

4)  





0,
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ipiq

i xfmxhfm , for every x X 

5)  
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i
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)(  , where ,  > 0 and  +  = 1. 

Definition 2.3. Let fm be a fuzziness measure on X. A mapping: X   [0,1] which is induced by fm on X , is 

defined as follows: 

1)  (c

) = W-.fm(c

-
) and  (c

+
) = W + .fm(c

+
)  

2) If 1 j p then: 
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Definition 2.4.  A mapping IC: Dom(Ai)  [0,1] use change the value in R into [0,1] defined as follows: 

- If LDAi =  và DAi   then   Dom(Ai) we have: max1

max min

(  )IC w
 

 





 , với Dom(Ai) = [min, 

max] is a classical domain of value of Ai. 

- If DAi  , LDAi   then  Dom(Ai) we have IC() = {*(maxLV)}/max, với LDAi = [minLV, maxLV] 

is a domain of linguistic value of Ai. If we select parameters W and fuzziness measure of the hedges so that 

(maxLV)  1.0 then ({*(maxLV)}/max)  

minmax

max1







  

III. QUANTITATIVE LINGUISTIC VALUES WHEN NOT FIND CLASSICAL DOMAIN OF VALUE 

For any inhomogeneities attribute A, we will change it to linguistic values and then to change about 

homogeneous values. In training data set was given in table 1, we will build a hedge algebra Salary as follows: 

XSalary = ( XSalary, GSalary, HSalary,  ), với GSalary = {high, low},  

H
+

Salary = {more, very}, H
-
Salary = {possibly, less}, where very > more and less > possibly ; WSalary = 0.6,  

fm(low) = 0.4,  fm(high) = 0.6,  (very) = 0.35,  (more) = 0.25, (possibly) = 0.20, (less) = 0.20.  

Thus, we have : fm(very low) = 0.35 × 0.4 = 0.14, fm(more low) = 025 × 0.4 = 0.10,  fm(less low) = 0.2 × 0.4 = 

0.08, fm(possibly low) = 0.2 × 0.4 = 0.08. Because very low < more low < low < possibly low < less low so :  

I(very low) = [0,0.14], I(more low) = [0.14,0.24],  I(possibly low) = [0.24,0.32], I(less low) = [0.32,0.4].  

We have: fm(very high) = 0.35 × 0.6 = 0.21,  fm(more high) = 025 × 0.6 = 0.15,  fm(less high) = 0.2 × 0.6 = 

0.12, fm(possibly high) = 0.2 × 0.6 = 0.12. Because  less high < possibly high < high < more high < very high so:  

I(less high) = [0.4,0.52],  I(possibly high) = [0.52,0.64], I(more high) = [0.64,0.79],  I(very high) = [0.79,1].   

Thus, given USalary= {45, low, 52, 34, high, high, very high, 35, 100, 50, very, less low, 55, 50},  [min, max] = 

[20,100]. 

We have computed and obtain:  IC() = {0.45, 0.24, 0.52, 0.34, 0.64, 0.64, 0.79, 0.35, 1, 0.50, 0.79, 

0.4, 0.55, 0.50}. The vague of attribute Salary are : 

{less high, low, possibly high, less low, high, high, very high, less low, very high, possibly high, very high, less 

low, possibly high, possibly high} 

so after quantitative values of attribute Salary will be obtain values:  

{45, 24, 52, 34, 64, 64, 79, 35,100, 50, 79, 40, 55, 50}. 

However, the process of quantitative the linguistics values above only feasible if we can find a classical 

domain of value [min, max] of attribute is considering, here is [20, 100 ]. In case, this domain is not found, the 

algorithm is not inapplicable. 

 

3.1. Quantitative the linguistic values when knowing a sub interval of [min, max] and all values of IC() 

Let Ai is a inhomogeneities attribute, then we have Dom(Ai) = DAi LDAi but marginal value [min, 

max] respectively classical domain of value DAi of Ai do not determine, we have known a sub interval [1, 2] 

respectively linguistic value [LV1, LV2]  of LDAi  and all vague quantitative of IC().  

For example attribute Salary in Table 2, vague of attribute Salary are {less high, low, possibly high, 

less low, high, high, very high, less low, very high, possibly high, very high, less low, possibly high, possibly 

high }.  IC() = {0.45, 0.24, 0.52, 0.34, 0.64, 0.64, 0.79, 0.35, 1, 0.50, 0.79, 0.4, 0.55, 0.50}. Here, we do not 

know [min, max] respectively linguistic value [minLV, maxLV] = [very low, very high] but knowing sub interval 

is [1, 2] = [30, 65] respectively linguistic value is [LV1, LV2] = [less low, more high].   

Then, because IC() = max1

max min

 

 





 so all values of  in between [1, 2] will be right with this 

rule. Because value  will be proportioned to the radius f(H(x))  [0,1], mean, if
1 2

  large then IC(1) > 
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IC(2) and  

1 2

1 2

( ) ( )IC w IC w

 
  when all IC(1), IC(2) on the same side of W. Thus, linguistic value 

quantitative is computed as follows: 

Step 1: For  that linguistic value respectively in [LV1, LV2], we have: )
2 1 1

(( )IC w      

Step 2: For  that linguistic value respectively in [LV2, maxLV], we compute the sequential increase, according 

to interval LV2..maxLV, where 2

2

( )

( )i
i

IC w

IC w
   and shifted position LV2  into the position I have just found. 

Step 3: For  that linguistic value respectively in [minLV, LV1], we compute sequential decrease according 

interval LV1..minLV, where 1

1

( )

( )i
i

IC w

IC w
   and shifted positions back into position LV1  i have just 

found. 

 

Example 2. Let XSalary be a hedge algebra to describe inhomogeneous attributes Salary in table 2 as follows: 

XSalary = ( XSalary, GSalary, HSalary,  ), where GSalary = {high, low}, H
+

Salary = {more, very}, H
-
Salary = {possibly, 

less}. WSalary = 0.6,  fm(low) = 0.4,  fm(high) = 0.6,  (very) = 0.35, (more) = 0.25,  (possibly) = 0.20,  (less) 

= 0.20.  Domain of linguistic values is {less high, low, possibly high, less low, high, high, very high, less low, 

very high, possibly high, very high, less low, possibly low, possibly high}. IC() = {0.45, 0.24, 0.52, 0.34, 0.64, 

0.64, 0.79, 0.35, 1, 0.50, 0.79, 0.4, 0.55, 0.50}.  Knowing sub interval have domain of value is [1, 2] = [30, 

65] corresponding with domain of linguistic value is [LV1, LV2] = [less low, more high]. We have:  

fm(very low) = 0.35 × 0.4 = 0.14,  fm(more low) = 025 × 0.4 = 0.10,  fm(less low) = 0.2 × 0.4 = 0.08, 

fm(possibly low) = 0.2 × 0.4 = 0.08. Because very low < more low < low < possibly low < less low so :  

I(very low) = [0, 0.14], I(more low) = [0.14, 0.24],  I(possiby low) = [0.24, 0.32], I(less low) = [0.32, 0.4].  

fm(very high) = 0.35 ×  0.6 = 0.21,  fm(more high) = 0.25 ×  0.6 = 0.15,  fm(less high) = 0.2 ×  0.6 = 0.12,   

fm(possibly high) = 0.2 ×  0.6 = 0.12. Because  less high < possibly high < high < more high < very high so:  

I(less high) = [0.4, 0.52],I(possibly high) = [0.52, 0.64], I(more high) = [0.64, 0.79], I(very high) = [0.79, 1]. 

Setp 1:  Compute  that have linguistic value in [less low, more high] 

less low = IC(less low)(2-1)+1 = 0.4(65-30)+30=44 

less high = IC(ess high)(2-1)+1 = 0.52(65-30)+30=48 

possiby high = IC(possiby high)(2-1)+1 = 0.64(65-30)+30=52 

Step 2:  Compute  that have linguistic value in [more high, very high] 

more high = 2 × IC(possibly high)/IC(more high) = 65 × 0.64 / 0.52 = 80 

very high = 2 × IC(more high)/IC(very high) = 80 × 0.79 / 0.64 = 99 

Setp 3:  Compute  that have linguistic value in [very low, less low] 

possibly low = 1 × IC(less low)/IC(possibly low) = 30 × 0.32 / 0.4 = 24 

more low = 1 × IC(possibly low)/IC(more low) = 24 × 0.24 / 0.32 = 18 

very low = 1 × IC(more low)/IC(very low) = 18 × 0.14 / 0.24 = 10 

Thus, the domain of value after values quantitative are : {48, 18, 52, 30, 80, 80, 99, 30, 99, 52, 99, 30, 52, 

52}. Decision tree after training shown in figure 2. 
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Fig 2. Decision tree is created after value of attribute quantitative 
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3.2. Quantitative the linguistics values when knowing a sub interval of [min, max] and do not determine 

all values of IC() 

Let Ai is a inhomogeneities attribute, then we have Dom(Ai) = DAi LDAi but marginal value [min, 

max] respectively classical domain of value DAi of Ai do not determine, we have known a sub interval [1,2] 

respectively linguistic value [LV1,LV2]  of LDAi , mean (LV1) = IC(1) and (LV2) = IC(2). And then, we 

have to find the remaining values of IC(i), mean IC(i) satisfy IC(i) < IC(1) or IC(i) > IC(2). 

Because IC() = 
max1

max min

 

 





 so all values of   in between [1, 2] will be right with this rule, 

mean IC() = 

12

21
 

 





 where 2 1     . Therefore, we can build a hedge algebra respectively. 

According  method  to build a hedge algebra in section 2, we have fuzziness of values in hedge algebra are a 

sub interval of [0,1]. So, a set of this sub interval of the value of the same level long will create partitions of 

[0.1]. Partition with values greater lengths from going smoother and infinitely greater length when the length of 

the interval in the partition decreases to 0. 

Therefore, the linguistic value is a linear ordering so we will divide the corresponding sub interval into 

smaller partitions to determine the length of the interval [0, (i)] or [(i), 1], so that we can determine the 

values for the linguistic values. This is where to calculate the IC() not in interval [1, 2] by dividing the 

interval in succession to determine the IC (i) respectively. Thus, we have stepped to compute as follows: 

Step 1: Building a hedge algebra in [1, 2] to compute values of IC() respectively of values in [1, 2] 

này. 

Step 2: Compute partitions of IC() is repeated as follow: 

1) If i < 1 then: 

- Partitioned [0, (1)] into [0, (i)] and [(i),  (1)] 

- Compute fm(hi) ~ fm(h1) × I(1) and fm(h1) = fm(h1) - fm(hi) 

2) If i > 2 then: 

- Partitioned [(2), 1] into [(2), (i)] và [(i), 1] 

- Compute fm(hi) ~ fm(h2) × I(2) và fm(h2) =  fm(h2) - fm(hi) 

3) Compute values of IC(i) and i  at position i. Assign position i are the position 1 and continue to 

compute backward with the remaining value with i < 1 or assigned position i are the position 2 and continue 

charging forward with the remaining value i > 2. 

Step 3: Quantitative the linguistic values with the calculation section 1, where known, all values of IC (). 

Example 3. Let a training data set as Table 3. We will quantify the linguistic values of attribute Salary. 

Table 3. A training data set with inhomogeneous attribute Salary and can not find domain [min, max] 
Habit Knowledge Household Economy Salary Computer 

City Law Not good 48 No 

Rural Law Not good Low No 

City IT Not good 53 Yes 

City History Not bad Very low Yes 

City History Rather High Yes 

Rural History Rather 80 No 

Rural IT Rather Very high Yes 

City Law Not bad 30 No 

City Law Rather 80 Yes 

City History Not bad 50 Yes 

Rural Law Not bad Very high Yes 

Rural IT Not bad Less low Yes 

City IT Not good 55 Yes 

Rural History Not bad 50 No 

 

Because a training data set with inhomogeneous attribute Salary so we have to homogeneous values of 

attribute Salary. We have: Dom(Salary) = DSalarry  LDSalarry. DSalarry = {30, 48, 50, 53, 55, 80}; 1 = 30;  2 = 

80. LDSalarry = {very low, low, less low, high, very high}. The linguistic values with classical value outside [1, 

2]: {less low, very high}. 

Step 1: Compute values of IC() of Salary respectively in [1, 2] = [30, 80]. We have: DSalarry={30, 48, 50, 

53, 55, 80};LDSalarry={low, less low, high}. Let XSalarry a hedge algebra and is denoted as follows: 
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XSalarry = ( XSalarry, GSalarry, HSalarry,  ), where GSalarry = {high, low}, H
+

Salarry = {More, Very}, H
-
Salarry = 

{possibly, less}. WSalarry = 0.4,  fm(low) = 0.4,  fm(high) = 0.6,  (very) = 0.35,  (more) = 0.25, (possibly) = 

0.20, (less) = 0.20. We have: fm(very low) = 0.35 × 0.4 = 0.14,  fm(more low) = 0.25 × 0.4 = 0.1,  fm(possibly 

low) = 0.2 × 0.4 = 0.08, fm(less low) = 0.2 × 0.4 = 0.08,  

Becase very low < more low < low < possibly low < less low so: I(very low) = [0, 0.14], I(more low) = [0.14, 

0.24],  I(possibly low) = [0.24, 0.32], I(less low) = [0.32, 0.4].  

fm(very high) = 0.35 × 0.6 = 0.21, fm(more high) = 025 × 0.6 = 0.15,  fm(possibly high) = 0.2 × 0.6 = 

0.12, fm(less high) = 0.2 × 0.6 = 0.12,  

Because  less high < possibly high < high < more high < very high, so: I(less high) = [0.4, 0.52],  I(possibly 

high) = [0.52, 0.64],  I(more high) = [0.64, 0.79],  I(very high) = [0.79, 1]. 

Dom(Salary) = {48, low, 53, very low, high, 80, very high, 30, 80, 50, very high, less low, 55, 50}. 

Let 1 = 80  XSalary, thus  for every   Num(Salary), IC() = {0.36, 0.24, 0.46, _, 0.64, 1, _, 0, 1, 0.40, _, 

0.32, 0.50, 0.40}. 

Step 2: The values outside the interval is computed by finding the appropriate partitions of the fuzzy interval to 

insert outliers in this interval.. 

Because  very high >more high, so we will partition [0.79,1] respectively with |I(large)|. Thus, we 

have: 

fm(very high) ~ fm(more high) × I(more high) = 0.21 × 0.79 = 0.17. So I(more high) = [0.79, 0.96], I(very 

high) = [0.96, 1]. Thus, very high = 97.  

Because very low < more low so we will partition [0, 0.14] respestively with |I(low)|. fm(very low) ~ 

fm(more low) × I(more low) = 0.14 × 0.14 = 0.02. So I(more low) = [0.02, 0.14], I(very low) = [0, 0.02]. Thus, 

very low = 4.  

Step 3: Compute IC() with [1, 2] = [4, 97] is repeated. Thus, we have: IC() = {0.47, 0.24, 0.52, 0, 0.64, 

0.81, 1, 0.27, 0.81, 0.49, 1, 0.40, 0.54, 0.49}. 

Thus, attribute Salary is quantitative have values are: {48, 26, 52, 4, 64, 79, 97, 29, 79, 50, 97, 41, 54, 50}. 

Decision tree after training shown by Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3. Evaluation 

The decision tree which is created after dealing with the values outside the interval [min, max] as 

shown in Figure 3 is feasible because it shows the similarity with the tree in the Figure 1 created by the dataset 

completely determined in the interval  [min, max] and in accordance with the expert opinion.  

In case we cannot deal with the values outside the interval [min, max] as the proposal, it means that we 

bypass the values outside the interval [min, max] in the training set and it is considered as the “error” cases.  

Now, we have IC() = {0.36, 0.24, 0.46, 0.64, 1, 0, 1, 0.40, 0.32, 0.50, 0.40}.  The decision tree which is 

created after the learning process is shown in the Figure 4. 
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Fig 3. Decision tree is created after attribute quantitative 
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Compare to the tree created by the training set completely determined in the interval  [min, max] or 

with the best expert opinion as shown in the Figure 4, we recognized that the tree shown in the Figure 4 does not 

reflect the reality. This fact is completely suitable because dealing with by this way causes the training set to be 

lost seriously. Thus, the quantifying method for the linguistic value when we do not know the interval  [min, 

max] and only know the sub-interval con [1, 2] as proposed is feasible. 

 

IV.  CONCLUSION 
This paper evaluated the complexity of the training data set are selected from business data, analyze the 

variety of domains of attribute values and complexity indicates the quantitative the linguistic values. On the 

basis of hedge algebra, by considering efficiency as homogeneous as values of attributes not homogeneous in 

the sample according to the linguistic value or classical value, the paper points out a way knowledge to be able 

to identify clear value for the linguistic value in limited conditions, so that we can train the decision tree 

consistent with reality. 
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